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ABSTRACT

The performance of the Hugershoff curve on fitting the growth trends of tree-ring series was

tested using ring-width series with different starting years. The fitted values tend to be biased by tree-

ring series close to pith, a phenomenon that was referred to as the ‘‘start-fitting problem’’. We

determined three parameters with specific biological age-related meanings for the Hugershoff growth

curve, i.e. the maximum growth, the maximum slope and the maximum changing ratio of slopes. A set

of modified Hugershoff curves with different starting years was proposed to mitigate the start-fitting

problem. Behavior of the modified Hugershoff curves on tree-ring series standardizations was tested

and discussed. The ‘‘end-fitting problem’’ suggests that deviations in one interval could bias the fitted

values of other time periods by using the Hugershoff curve.

Keywords: tree-ring, standardization process, Hugershoff curve, biological trends.

INTRODUCTION

Methods of removing the biological trends

(referred to as the biological age-related trend in this

paper) in tree-ring measurements fall into three

major types: deterministic curves, stochastic curves,

and empirical curves (Cook and Kairiukstis 1990;

Helama et al. 2004). Stochastic functions, such as

the smoothing spline and the Friedman smoother,

are employed to model biological trends in tree-ring

series in a flexible way (Fritts 1976; Cook and Peters

1981; Friedman 1984). These stochastic curves may

at the same time remove much of the climate signal,

because they do not have biological meaning (Cook

and Kairiukstis 1990). These functions are more

applicable for trees that experienced strong distur-

bance, such as trees in forest interiors (Cook and

Peters 1981; Cook and Kairiukstis 1990). Regional

curve standardization (RCS), an empirical curve, is

theorized to represent only the biological trend

dependent on availability of sufficiently large

samples with homogeneous biological trends and

exactly dated ages (Briffa 1992, 1995; Esper et al.

2002, 2003; Cook et al. 2004). The biological trends

of individual tree-ring series in open-canopy forests

can often be fitted by deterministic curves, such as a

linear function, negative exponential curve and

Hugershoff curve (Fritts 1976; Bräker 1981; Cook

and Kairiukstis 1990).

The monotonic curves of the linear function

or the negative exponential function cannot

imitate the accelerated growth of tree rings close

to the pith. Such tree rings could be fitted by using

the Hugershoff curve (Warren 1980, 1981; Bräker

1981), namely

f tð Þ~atbe {ctð Þzd ð1Þ

where t denotes age, f (t) denotes the ring-width

value for t, the superscript b denotes the power, c

indicates the exponential argument, and d is the

intercept. If b equals 0, the function (1) equals the

offset exponential curve. Likewise, the Hugershoff

curve becomes a linear function when b and c

equal 1 and 0, respectively. The Hugershoff curve

is more representative than the other two deter-

ministic curves. In addition, one could not

evaluate the behavior of curve-fits by using

parameters calculated from derivatives of the

monotonic functions, because the specified pa-* Corresponding author: kf2278@columbia.edu
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rameters for monotonic curve are not available

(Yang 2002). Therefore we herein select the

Hugershoff curve to test the performance of

deterministic curves on standardizing tree-ring

series. The goals of this study are to (1) calculate

the parameters with biological meaning for the

Hugershoff curve, (2) evaluate the performance of

the Hugershoff curve on standardizing tree-ring

series, and (3) test a set of modified Hugershoff

curves based on these parameters and evaluate

their performance in removing the biological

trends of tree-ring series.

PARAMETERS OF THE

HUGERSHOFF CURVE

We propose three parameters that determine

the shape of the Hugershoff curve, i.e. the

maximum growth (MG), the maximum slope

(MS), and the maximum changing ratio of slopes

(MRS), to evaluate the performance of curve-fit

(Figure 1). With regards to biological meanings,

MG indicates the year of maximum growth at the

peak of the fitted curve. The MS denotes the year

the growth curve is at its steepest rising or

declining trends, which may be the years when

trees experience the strongest biological influences.

The MRS denotes the year when the slope of the

curve changes most, i.e. the turning point from a

strongly declining trend to a relatively flat trend

for tree-ring series. The MRS may be the turning

point for tree rings from strong biological

influences to weak biological influences (Figure 1).

It is expected that a common growth pattern

between trees would lead to similar values of the

three parameters. These parameters are estimated

by calculating the derivatives of the Hugershoff

function.

The MG is the point where the slope of the

Hugershoff curve equals zero. The slope of the

curve is calculated by the first order derivative,

namely

f ’ tð Þ~abt b{1ð Þe {ctð Þ{actbe {ctð Þ, ð2Þ

where f 9(t) denotes the first derivative of the curve.

For f 9(t) 5 0, the year t for the MG is calculated

as t 5 b/c. The year of MG lower than zero

indicates that the maximum growth occurs prior

to the starting year of tree-ring series.

The MS is the year when the changing ratio

of the curve slopes equals zero. The changing

ratios of the slopes of the Hugershoff curve is

calculated as

f ’’ tð Þ~ab b{1ð Þt b{2ð Þe {ctð Þ{2abct b{1ð Þe {ctð Þ

zac2tbe {ctð Þ, ð3Þ

where f 0(t) is the second derivative of the curve.

Let f 0(t) 5 0, for b . 0, t1~
bz

ffiffiffi
b
p

c , t2~
b{

ffiffiffi
b
p

c ;

when b , 0, t1~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2{b
p

c e
tan{1 {1ffiffiffiffi

{b
p

, t2~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2{b
p

c

e
tan{1 1ffiffi

b
p

, where t1 and t2 are solutions of the

equation. The solutions of t that are lower than

zero indicate placement of the years of MS before

the starting year. In this paper we only use the

larger t solution for the following analyses, e.g.

when b . 1 we select the solution at the year of

t1~
bz

ffiffiffi
b
p

c
.

Likewise, the changing ratio of slopes is given

by the third-order derivative of the function, that

is

f ’’’ tð Þ~ab b{1ð Þ b{2ð Þt b{3ð Þe {ctð Þ

{3ab b{1ð Þct b{2ð Þe {ctð Þ

z3abc2t b{1ð Þe {ctð Þ

{ac3tbe {ctð Þ ð4Þ

where f -(t) denotes the third-order derivative of

Figure 1. Plot of a Hugershoff curve with parameters of a, b, c

and d equal 0.5, 1, 0.1 and 0.1, respectively, according to

function (1), and its associated values of MG (maximum

growth), MS (maximum slope), and MRS (maximum changing

ratio of slopes) at 10, 20 and 30 years, respectively.
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the Hugershoff curve. In this paper we are only

interested in real solutions. The MRS is expected

to exist after the MG and MS. That is, the year of

MRS should be greater than the MG and MS. The

years of MRS are the real solutions greater than

zero because the equation (4) equals 0.

For b # 0, t # b/c (no useful solution), for 0

, b # 1, t~
b

c
z

ffiffiffi
b3
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1z
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{b
p

3
p

z
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{b
p

3
p� �

c
(one useful solution). For b . 1, t1~
b

c
z

2
ffiffiffi
b
p

cos h

c
, t2~

b

c
z

2
ffiffiffi
b
p

cos hz1200ð Þ
c

, t3~

b

c
z

2
ffiffiffi
b
p

cos hz2400ð Þ
c

, where h~ 1
3

tan{1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b{1
p

.

The largest root was selected as the useful solution

for this study.

For those old growth tree ring-width series

showing the Hugershoff growth pattern, these

parameters may be applicable in dendroecological

studies. For example, for a species in a site with

common biological growth pattern, similar values

of these parameters between series may be seen. On

the other hand, changes of these parameters might

correspond to the gradients between species or

sites. These linkages could be important indicators

of interactions between climate change and tree

growth. Based on the climate-growth relationships,

one could evaluate impacts of future climate change

on forests and the feedbacks of forest systems. In

this study, we focus on the application of these

parameters in standardization of tree rings.

PROBLEMS OF THE

HUGERSHOFF CURVE-FIT

Start-Fitting Problem

We selected a tree ring-width series coded as

Dulan29b collected by Sheppard et al. (2004) to test

the skill of curve-fitting using the Hugershoff curve.

The selected series that shows a clear Hugershoff

growth pattern is taken from a long-lived tree of

Sabina przewalskii at an open canopy forest in the

cold and arid Qinghai province, China (Sheppard et

al. 2004). This tree-ring series is well fitted by the

Hugershoff curve, with the parameters of MG, MS

and MRS at the years 1352, 1416 and 1477

(Figure 2 and Table 1). In order to imitate the

sampling process that may lose many starting rings

close to the pith, we deleted some innermost rings

of the series to compose new tree-ring series starting

from the years at 1352, 1416 and 1477, which equal

the MG, MS and MRS calculated from the original

series as seen in Table 1. In order to avoid the bias

caused by high variance at the early portion of the

chronology, the so-called ‘‘heteroscedasticity prob-

lem’’ (Cook and Peters 1997), we herein calculated

the tree-ring indices as ratios between raw and

fitted values.

Because the newly composed series with

modified starting years are derived from the same

tree-ring sample, they are expected to retain the

same biological signal and are hypothetically

expected to be fitted by the same biological curve.

However, as shown in Figure 2, different fitted

curves are found, particularly at the earlier

portions. For example, the peaks of the fitted

curves are different, indicating different values of

the MG (Figure 2 and Table 1). This is seen in the

clearly different peaks of the fitted curves (Fig-

ure 2). The change of fitted values results in

modified ratios between these series with different

starting years, particularly at the early portions

(Figure 2). Increased degrees of freedom and

better curve-fit led to increased F values (Table 1).

As indicated by Table 1, it appears that MG, MS

and MRS parameters are more sensitive to the

innermost ring-width data. This may be because

MG, MS and MRS for the fitted curve of tree

rings are concentrated at the beginning portions,

Figure 2. Plot showing (a) tree-ring measurements (Dulan29b)

and the Hugershoff curve fitted values, as well as comparisons

of (b) fitted Hugershoff curves and (c) ratios for the original and

modified tree-ring series with differing starting years.
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where the biological signals are stronger. It

appears that the fitted Hugershoff curve tends to

be biased by the innermost tree rings (Figure 2).

We coined this problem the ‘‘start-fitting prob-

lem’’ in this paper.

End-Fitting Problem

The noise occurring in intervals other than

the early periods could bias the globally fitted

Hugershoff curve as well. In order to simulate

samples such as those from a dead tree, we deleted

the 53 outermost rings to compose a new series

spanning from 1282–1940. Additionally, the ring-

width values of the 53 outermost rings were

systematically doubled to model the short-term

growth release from disturbances, e.g. deforesta-

tion in recent decades. Because the modifications

were only made for outermost tree rings that are

derived from the same series, the innermost tree

rings are expected to be fitted by the same curves.

However, the fitted curves and the associated

ratios between raw and fitted data for the

innermost rings are slightly different for the period

prior to the 53 modified outside ring widths

(Figure 3). Accordingly, the values of the MG,

MS and MRS are slightly changed (Table 2).

These results suggest that the length and the noise

of tree-ring series would distort the globally fitted

curves. The values of the MG appear to be

relatively less variable as shown in Table 2. The

MS and MRS shift to early years compared to the

original series (Table 2). The rising trend towards

present ‘lifts’ the end of the fitted curves, resulting

in a backward shift of the MS and MRS on the

fitted curve.

We herein refer to this Hugershoff curve-fit

problem as the ‘‘end-fitting problem’’, which is

caused by the short disturbances occurring at

periods other than the beginning of the series. This

‘‘end-fitting problem’’ for Hugershoff curve-fit

described here is related to the ‘‘end-effect

problem’’ discussed by Melvin (2004) and segment

length curse (Cook et al. 1995; Melvin and Briffa

2008). Unlike the ‘‘end-effect problem’’ proposed

by Cook and Peters (1997) that was focused on a

bias by calculating ratio from linear curve-fits,

other studies (Melvin 2004; Melvin and Briffa

2008) suggested that the fitted curves could be

biased by short-term disturbances caused by, for

example, ‘‘a rotation’’ of the linear fitted curves.

Cook et al. (1995) highlighted a ‘‘segment length

curse’’, which suggests that segment length limits

the frequency band that can be recovered from

standardization. Melvin and Briffa (2008) pointed

out that the changed segment length could also

lead to changes in the fitted curve. Our study

indicates that disturbances for a certain period,

such as changed segment length and/or modified

Table 1. Parameters and statistics of the Hugershoff curve fitting for raw and the modified tree-ring series (Dulan 29b) with

different starting years. Parameters below are identical to those in Figure 1, and F indicates the F-test statistic.

Time-Span a b c d F MG MS MRS

1282–1993 0.012 1.264 0.018 0.256 1068 1352 1416 1477

1352–1993 0.936 20.024 0.010 0.249 940 1349 1417 *

1416–1993 0.249 0.125 0.007 0.217 595 1432 1482 1548

1477–1993 0.189 0.134 0.009 0.229 491 1490 1529 1580

* Note that for this mono-decreasing fitted curve no meaningful root was available

Figure 3. Plot of (a) raw (Dulan29b) and Hugershoff curve

fitted tree-ring values, as well as comparisons of (b) fitted

Hugershoff curves and (c) ratios for the original and tree-ring

series with modified values at the end of the series.
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values by disturbances, could change the global

fitted Hugershoff curve.

The difference between the start-fitting and

end-fitting problem is that the former emphasizes

that the fitted Hugershoff curve may be biased by

short disturbances at the beginning caused by its

specific curve pattern. For example, a short-term

rising trend occurring at the start of series tends to

be fitted according to a start-fitting problem; such

a short-term disturbance occurring at other

periods could be preserved but may bias the

global fitted curve because of an end-fitting

problem. Additionally, disturbances occurring at

the early periods could also slightly bias the global

fitted curve. In this sense, we state with regard to

the use of Hugershoff curve that the start-fitting

problem is more influential when compared with

the end-fitting problem. We will focus on the start-

fitting problem for the Hugershoff curve-fit in this

study. A generally accepted view is that a

deterministic curve such as the Hugershoff curve

can better fit the raw data with similar shapes

(Fritts 1976). Therefore in the following section we

modify the original Hugershoff curve to compose

a set of new curves to fit the raw data with

different growth patterns (Figure 4).

TESTING THE USE OF MODIFIED

HUGERSHOFF CURVES

A Set of Modified Hugershoff Curves

We composed a set of modified Hugershoff

curves to fit the tree-ring series starting around the

years of the MG, MS and MRS (Figure 4). Based

on (1), the three modified functions with starting

years at MG, MS and MRS are defined as follows:

f1 tð Þ~a tz
b

c
{1

� �b

e{c tzb
c
{1ð Þzd ð5Þ

f2 tð Þ~a tz
b

c
z

ffiffiffi
b
p

c
{1

 !b

e{c tzb
c
z
ffiffi
b
p

c
{1

	 

zd ð6Þ

f3 tð Þ~a tz
b

c
z

R

c
{1

� �b

e{c tzb
c
zR

c
{1ð Þzd ð7Þ

where R represents bz
ffiffiffi
b3
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1z
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{b
p

3
p

z
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{b
p

3
p

Þ or bz2
ffiffiffi
b
p

cos h
3

in (7). In practice,

one may determine the use of the modified

functions via the similarity between tree rings

and the shapes of the functions (Figure 4). Those

tree-ring series showing a peak and then steep

downward trend are suggested to a selection

Table 2. Comparisons of parameters and statistics of the fitted Hugershoff curves for the raw and modified tree-ring series with

changed values for recent decades. Parameters are indicated in Figure 1, and F designates the F-test statistic.

Time-span a b c d F MG MS MRS

1282–1993 0.009 1.264 0.018 0.256 1068 1352 1416 1477

1282–1940 0.007 1.354 0.019 0.264 998 1352 1414 1472

1282–1993* 0.003 1.663 0.023 0.294 994 1353 1409 1458

* Note that within the full time-span the ring-widths for 1941–1993 are doubled.

Figure 4. Three versions of modified Hugershoff curve that

start from MG, MS and MRS. Parameters in this figure are the

same as in Figure 1.
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function (5). The function (6) is supposed to be a

good fit for the series with a steep downward trend

at the beginning. For series that show a relatively

flat growth pattern, we recommend the use of (7).

We will test the use of these modified Hugershoff

curves by fitting the tree-ring series with the ‘‘start-

fitting problem’’.

Test of the Use of Modified Hugershoff Functions

The premise for the comparison is that the

well fitted curves for tree rings with different

starting years should show similar growth patterns

with the fitted Hugershoff curve for the unmod-

ified series that shows a Hugershoff growth

pattern, i.e. a target curve here. Compared to the

Hugershoff curve-fits for tree-ring series with

varying starting years (Figure 2), curve-fits using

modified Hugershoff functions show shapes closer

to the Hugershoff fitted unmodified series, sug-

gesting an improved accuracy of curve-fits (Fig-

ure 5). For example, the fitted peaks for those

modified series that start after the maximum

growth, as shown in Figure 2, are not observed

for the fitted curves using the modified Hugershoff

curves (Figure 5). Accordingly, the ratios at the

early years calculated based on these modified

Hugershoff curve-fits follow better the ratios of

the Hugershoff curve-fit of the unmodified series

(Figure 5). In addition, as suggested by the

differences between statistics of these fitted curves

for Hugershoff and modified Hugershoff curve-

fits (Table 1 and Table 3), the statistics (MG, MS

and MRS) for the modified Hugershoff are

relatively less variable, suggesting a goodness-of-

fit in the early portions when using the modified

Hugershoff curves in this respect. To sum up, the

modified Hugershoff curves appears to be skillful

at alleviating the ‘‘start-fitting problem’’ for the

innermost tree rings.

We further tested the use of modified Hugers-

hoff curve-fit over a population of tree-ring series

with a roughly Hugershoff-shape growth curve

(Dulan25b, Dulan26a, Dulan29a, Dulan44b, Du-

lan44c, Dulan50a, Dulan61a, Dulan67b, Du-

lan68a, Dulan76b), which were extracted from

the same sampling site by Sheppard et al. (2004)

without including the sample (Dulan29b) used

above. The innermost 100 rings were deleted to

generate a new population of tree rings with

varying starting years. We compared the perfor-

mances of curve-fits by using the unmodified and

modified Hugershoff curves for raw and end-

deleted tree rings. The fitted curves were largely fit

by function (6) that shows similar shapes to tree

rings with the innermost 100 year deleted, which

were averaged together with the same starting

year. As shown in Figure 6a, there is no clear

Figure 5. The (a) fitted curves and (b) ratios using modified

Hugershoff curves for the tree-ring series (Dulan29b) with

different starting years. The fitted curve for the unmodified tree-

ring series using Hugershoff curve (black) is also shown

for comparison.

Table 3. Parameters and statistics of the fitted modified Hugershoff curves for the tree-ring series with different starting years.

Parameters in this table are the same to those in Figure 1, and F is the F-test statistic.

Time-span a b c d F MG MS MRS

1352–1993 0.878 0.001 0.011 0.253 939 1352 1355 1365

1416–1993* 6.8E-06 2.514 0.011 0.220 595 1267 1416 1588

1477–1993 0.009 1.021 0.015 0.235 494 1274 1342 1477

* Note that it has failed to fit the raw tree-ring series.
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difference between means of fitted curves using

unmodified and modified Hugershoff curves. The

modified Hugershoff curve-fit follows better the

Hugershoff curve-fit of raw series at number 200–

300, while a poorer curve-fit is seen at around

number 100. Because biased fitted values higher or

lower than the target curve could be averaged out,

we also calculated the mean of absolute difference

between targeted fitted values and other curve-fits.

Clearly improved curve-fits are seen for the use of

modified Hugershoff curve when compared to the

Hugershoff curve-fits, particularly significant at

around 10, 200–300 and since the 450 (Figure 6b).

Poorer curve-fits for the use of modified Hugers-

hoff curve are only seen around number 50

(Figure 6b). One example (Dulan44c) that illus-

trates the better curve-fit of modified curve is

shown in Figure 6c, where the fitted peak at the

beginning of series is largely reduced by using

modified curves.

DISCUSSION

Modified Hugershoff Curves and

Start-Fitting Problem

Three parameters with biological meanings,

the MG, MS and MRS, are calculated from the

derivatives of Hugershoff curve. The MG indi-

cates the year when radial growth of trees reaches

the maximum growth rate, the MS indicates the

year when trees experience the sharpest decline,

and the MRS means the year between a decline

growth and a flat growth pattern. The distur-

bances occurring in the innermost tree rings could

be over-fitted and bias the Hugershoff curve-fit,

which is referred to as the start-fitting problem.

Tree rings tend to be better fitted by deterministic

curves of similar shapes. Therefore three modified

Hugershoff curves are proposed to fit tree rings

with differing growth patterns of the innermost tree

rings. We suggest visually plotting the tree-ring

data before empirically selecting the alternative

modified Hugershoff functions. Tests of the use of

these modified Hugershoff curves for one series and

a population of tree-ring series indicated improved

curve-fit. Meanwhile, we stress that the ability of

curve-fit of these new function needs more testing,

and the aim of this study is to present some new

alternatives for the standardization of tree-ring

series based on deterministic curves.

End-Fitting Problem and Potential Solutions

The end-fitting problem for Hugerhsoff

curve-fit described herein suggests that the distur-

bances for a certain period could bias the global

fitted Hugershoff curve, which is similar to the

end-effect problem stated by Melvin (2004) and

the segment length curse (Cook et al. 1995; Melvin

and Briffa 2008). We demonstrate that this end-

fitting problem is an intrinsic problem based on

the three parameters of the Hugershoff curve. The

calculations of the MG, MS and MRS can be

represented by the formula t~
f bð Þ

c
, where f(b) is

equal to b for the MG, to b+
ffiffiffi
b
p

or b+i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
{b
p

for the MS, and to bz
ffiffiffi
b3
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1z
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{b
p

3
p

z
�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1{
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{b
p

3
p

Þ or bz2
ffiffiffi
b
p

cos h
3

for the MRS.

Because the calculations for f(b) are different,

these parameters can be the same only on

condition that both b and c are exactly the same.

If one parameter reaches the same value based on

different b and c, the other two are hypothetically

different. For example, if b 5 1, c 5 0.1, and b 5

0.1, then c 5 0.01 for two series, MG is the same

(10) for both series, while the MS (MRS) values

Figure 6. Plot of (a) comparisons of averaged fitted values for a

population of raw tree-ring series and those with the first

100 year deleted by using unmodified and modified Hugershoff

curves, (b) comparisons of averaged residuals between fitted

curves for a population of tree-ring series using differing curves,

as well as (c) an example of comparisons of fitted values for one

(Dulan44c) out of a population of tree-ring series with differing

starting years using different curves.
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are 20 (30) and 42 (75), respectively. Different

values of MG, MS and MRS mean different

changed shapes of the fitted curves. Because no

two tree-ring series could be exactly the same as a

result of, for example, changed segment length

and/or short disturbances for one series, it is

impractical to use the same Hugershoff curve to fit

different series. This seems to be an unsolved

problem for the fitting process using the deter-

ministic Hugershoff curve. These parameters for

different series might be relatively stable if f(b) was

less variable. The essential difference for the

calculations of f(b) for these parameters is the

varying powers of the b, i.e. power 1 for the MG,

power 1/2 for the MS, and power 1/3 for the MRS.

For different values of b, f(b) tend to be less

variable when the value of b close to 1.

Because disturbances occurring in one period

can bias the fitted values in other periods, we tried

to fit tree-ring series using different deterministic

curves for different time spans (detailed results not

shown). For example, we separately fitted the tree-

ring series of strong variability and flat shape

using functions (1) and (7). An observed poor

curve-fit might be caused by the difference in

shapes between fitting function and the tree-ring

series. It may be applicable on the condition that

the tree-ring series in separate time periods could

be fitted by functions of similar shapes. We have

tested this method because it is a relatively flexible

curve-fit for treating data in separate time spans

with different corresponding functions (Friedman

1984). Because the flexible separate curve-fit

would remove more low-frequency signals (Fried-

man 1984), it is better to have the curve-fit be

both deterministic and flexible. The time-span

would determine the smoothness and the portion

of the retained low-frequency signals of the fitted

curve (Friedman 1984). It might be possible to

vary the time span to produce both flexible and

deterministic curve-fit. For example, it might be

practical to compose a deterministic function for

fitting separated time-spans with a parameter to

determine how much low-frequency signal to

retain as introduced by Friedman smoother

(1984). This standardization curve with both

adaptive and deterministic features needs more

exploration.
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